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This issue is dedicated to the memory of Jesslyn Pearson Ambrogio, 82, and
Stockton firefighters, Brett Alan Laws, 29, and Bryan Jacob Golden, 21.
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Letters to the Editor

The Parifif^

Letter

Advice column not helpful for everyone

EDITOR'S NOTE: Last week The
Pacifican published a fictional advice
column for the purpose of entertain
ment, not enlightenment. Not e\'eryone enjoyed the humor and we recog
nize the right you as a reader have to
voice your opinion. Please send more
comments and advice in the future.
I wrote for the PACIFICAN dur
ing
the
"pre-Lamping,"
"Schultzian" era, a time where one
could count on the "peculiar film
critic" column being the most liber
al of pieces in a predominately con
servative paper. It was a time when
the PACIFICAN resembled a news
paper, something strictly journalis
tic by nature, and though some
times dull, it was relatively informa
tive. It was a time that introduced
us to some great writers like Matt de
la Pena, Chad Lemons, and Jonny
Hirshbein.
We have now evolved (two
years later) into a paper that could
double as a manuscript for "Love
Lines (a nationally broadcasted
radio show)," or act as dessert for
someone seeking a second helping
of Rikki Lake or Richard Bay. It is a
manifesto of sorts, a paper covertly
doubling as UOP's, when in reality,
it is merely the NATIONAL
ENQUIRER with a different front
page.
Without a doubt, I developed a
majority of my agitation after read

ing the piece entitled: "Ask Pebbles
and Bam Bam." Though this piece
has been questionable in the past,
never has it been as outwardly
detestable and disparaging as the
one which appeared in the PACIFI
CAN on February 13, 1997. Any
piece of literature that begins with a
letter focusing on the trials and
tribulations of a man with a four
inch penis, moves onto a letter
about a freshman with braces per
forming fellatio and cutting a
senior's penis, then deals with a
man who cannot lose his erection
after orgasm, and concludes by
advising a new student at UOP to
attract men by performing oral sex,
is most definitely a piece of litera
ture that should be found in PENT
HOUSE FORUM, PLAYBOY, HUS
TLER, or letters to "Dr. Soothe," but
should not be found in University
of the Pacific's PACIFICAN.
As a concerned alumnus who
has a considerable amount of pride
and respect for UOP, I feel not only
inclined, but obligated to ask:
"What the hell were you thinking?"
I'm not sure if you high and mighty
folk at the PACIFICAN ever take a
second to utilize what most refer to
as common sense, but let me, for a
moment, astound you. Picture this:
One of the many professors at this
university takes the PACIFICAN
home with him after work, where
often times, little Julie or Jonathan

find it laying on the coffee table,
and decide to look at the pictures
and read what can be read. Julie
asks:
"Daddy, what's fellatio?
What's an orgasm? What's an erec
tion? What was a girl's mouth
doing cutting a boy's penis?
Now, what about a different sce
nario, equally disastrous. Mom and
Dad, parents to Rachel, a student at
UOP, receive their PACIFICAN in
the mail, because like many parents
of UOP students, they have a year
long subscription. Mom and Dad,
under the impression that UOP is
relatively conservative, not by any
means synonymous with UC
Berkely, are shocked and appalled
when they are confronted by "Ask
Pebbles and Bam Bam," "Top Ten
reasons why masturbation can be
better than sex," and two pictures:
a male and female "dry-humping,"
and a shirt-less male kissing a
female as he is being pressed against
a stack of books in the library. The
most frightening news, however, is
that UC Berkely, a school known for
its controversies, would never dis
play as much ignorance and
nescient primitivity as the PACIFI

CAN staff did by attempting to iu
students through the use of sex and
promiscuity. If there is no "hard
core news" and we must make th
PACIFICAN a literary journal, then
let's print articles by Joshua Powell
Rebekah Slick, Jonny Hirshbein'
and the poems of Joe Gallina, and
stray as far away as possible 'from
pictures for the squalid and article?
for the foul.
I'm simply asking for a minor
display of ethics from a few princi
pled, right-minded individuals
"Pebbles and Bam Bam" is the prod
uct of two infantile simpletons, and
it should be tapered dramatically or
removed all together. Though my
opinions may seem a bit antiquat
ed, I know that as much as I enjoy
swearing, drinking, having sex, and
listening to good music, I cannot
stand to see the University of the
Pacific, a school for which I have
much respect, mocked, jested, and
jeered at by two students naming
themselves after adolescents from
the stone age.
Jason McFaul
Alumnus, M.A. '96

Congrati
Julie Anton
Erica Birlew
Chrissy Collins
Andrea Crane
Louise Crane
Melissa Durkin
Susan Freeman
Josephine Ganji
Amanda Grans

to the 1997 Delta Delta Delta
Spring New Members
Katie Hall
Sunny Hanson
Lynn Kakehi
Jennifer Kawamoto
Megan Kish
Laura Nguyen
Joann Ong
Penny Pacheco
Michele Ragsdale

Darci Ramos
Christy Rees

Recruiters on Campus Next Week!

Emily Reiheld

Find out more about Peace Corps at an
information meeting:

Ericka Richards

Wednesday, February 26, 2:3(1 - 4:00 pm
McCaffrey Center

Melanie Taylor-Vogt
Sophia Valentim
Catherine Westbrook

Can't Make it?
Stop by our information table at McCaffrey Center
9:00 am - 1:30 pm, both days

Cate Whitlock
Nicole Zenger

For more information, call (800) 424-8580 and press "1." [Z*
Visit Peace Corps at www.peacecorps.gov
ljfy
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Elissa Lumiey
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Stockton firemen: Remembered as heroes
Below:

A sea of contrasting colors in uniform,
tears rolling down cheeks, the ghostly
sound of a trumpet playing "taps," and a
bell all tribute firefighters Bryan Jacob
Golden and Brett Alan Laws.
Emotions are shown by all, even those
who have no relation or connection. It
was a time to prove the world is filled
with people who care.

Left

A procession of fire
fighters dressed in
uniform, file into
the Spanos Center
before the memorial
service.

Below:

Alex Spanos Center
becomes a place of
convergence for
those who wish to
pay their respects to
the fallen firefight-

Photo by Scott Kaufmann

Capt. Oscar J Barrera, though still recovering from
1 Pho7o™o7i<™mar injuries, makes his appearance saying his last goodbyes
to coworkers and friends.
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Photo by Dean Wfkcndorf

Could this be Aramark's Last Supper at Pacific?
ySE looks into new food service contract

BILL PARKS
Pacifican

staff writer

If your eyes are tired of looking
fne food served on campus, your
aste
might be in for a surprise
ext y
Aramark's contract to
Upply food to UOP is up as of July
• and the big question is: will they
be back next year?
^ u s a good thing to go out and
and see what's out there.
m
Vi° Panies change, the food serCe program changes, and other
sa'd^ C3n cbian8e in ffye years,"
th'
I:aIcone' assistant dean of
i,e Office of Residential Life and
dousing.
ear

f

'^Ifer receiving a number of difproposals over the past three
0r>ths, the University has select
ent

ed four finalists competing for the
opportunity to serve UOP through
the turn of the century.
Aramark,
Bon
Appetit,
Sodexho, and Mariott will each be
making presentations later this
month before the University makes
its final decision.
"As far as us (Aramark), daily
maintenance, trying to look for
new ideas, keeping things fresh, lis
tening to our customers, and react
ing positively are our main con
cerns," said Rick Beeson, director of
campus dining services.
UOP will decide which compa
ny gets the bid by the first week of
March. The new contract is expect
ed to run for the next three to five
years.
Many students welcomed the

review, giving low marks to the cur
rent vendor.
"On a scale of one to 10, I'd
give it a three. The food is tasteless,
there is very poor selection, and it's
usually cold. I would definitely like
to see a new dining company," said
senior William Stevens.
"I'd say it's below average,
{quality of food), but it all depends
on what time you go and eat," said
sophomore Bassel Mardini. "If you
wait longer than the first 20 min
utes ... the food's all old and does
n't taste good."
Beeson remains confident that
Aramark is doing everything it can
to make students happy with the
services it provides the campus.
"We look at our menus and try
to improve weekly and monthly.

...We take surveys in the fall and
spring. Our scores improved over
last year, which tells me in terms
of food quality, it's not where we
want it to be, but it's an improve
ment over last year," said Beeson.
It a new dining service
receives tne food contract,
Falcone says they will be asked to
take a look at the employees cur
rently working.
"If someone has been serving
students for the last two or three
years, I think it will be to the ben
efit of Sodexho, Mariott, or Bon
Appetit to hire them back," said
Falcone.
Beeson looked upon the bid
ding of a new contract for UOP as
positive.
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UOP accommodates students with disabilities
SOTERA BARKER
Pacifican guest writer
UOP's decision to admit a
transfer student with a physical
disability this Spring has forced
the university to make some addi
tional physical changes to the
campus, such as installing auto
matic doors in WPC and three
other buildings.
"UOP is making positive
changes so disabled students can
be more independent," said
Heather Peterson, who attends
classes in a wheel chair.
"It takes teamwork for the
campus to become accessible,"
said Peterson. "All the different
departments need to come togeth
er, making sure that their division
is accessible to students with dis
abilities."
Joe Kirim, Director of the
Physical Plant Department said,
"We needed to make some modifi
cations in the buildings this indi
vidual needed to enter...Automatic
doors were installed in the class
room building main library,
Bannister Hall and WPC."
The project cost $18,000 and

Photo by Scott Kaufmann

Heather Peterson is able to attend UOP with new accommodations.
was completed before the begin
ning of the Spring semester.
The Disabled Student Services
Department began working in
1992. At that time there were only
three students on campus with
physical disabilities. The number
of students has increased to 30.
"When I first arrived at the
university, between Residential

Life and Housing and the DSS
office, they installed a strobe light
fire alarm so that if I didn't hear
the fire alarm, the lights would get
my attention," said Gretchen
Gould, who has a hearing disabili
ty"DSS has been very helpful if I
need a note taker or a tutor and
making sure there aren't any prob

lems in class like academic or
hearing," said Gould.
Anita Bautista, director of Dss
said that as more students with
physical impairments are bein!
admitted to UOP, the process of
finding out what accommodation!
the student needs would be done
through a questionnaire sent tn
the DSS office."
DSS also works with students
who have temporary disabilities
Services are offered to meet the
student's needs such as having
classes moved from the second to
the first floor for better accessibili
ty.
DSS also arranges to have pri
ority advance registration for stu
dents with disabilities. Some of
the services DSS provides for stu
dents' who are visually impaired
include note takers, tutors and
books on tape.
"I am very pleased and appre
ciative people came together and
started making a difference to
make the doors accessible for me
by putting in the automatic
doors," said Peterson, "it's a good
thing."

'Best of the best' lead campus students
MARK BALLENTINE AND
JENNIFER SISCO-MOORE
Pacifican guest writers
The UOP chapter of Mortar
Board currently has 26 senior
members. As the turnover rate is
quite high, this year's graduating
members will choose from submit
ted applications and essays from
the Junior class to fill the ranks for
the 97-98 year.
Juniors with atleast a 3.2 GPA
can expect information and an
application in the mail late in
February. Mortar Board can be
contacted through the McCaffrey
Center mailboxes.
Mortar Board is an elite honor
society composed of seniors from
all schools on campus. The group
considers themselves the "Best of
the Best," that is, best of all
national college senior honor soci
eties. As members of this presti
gious group, students have many
possibilities for future graduate
scholarships and leadership posi
tions.
Mortar Board is currently
active in all major functions on
campus, as well as in raising
money and goods for the less for
tunate. In December, 1996, they
supported the Women's Center of

San Joaquin County by collecting
all types of clothing for their
annual clothing drive.
Further involvement on cam
pus includes Mortar Board's "Top
Prof." "Top Prof" is a way of recog
nizing professors for their dedica
tion to teaching and their ability
to motivate and inspire students
toward academic success. At least
three more professors will be rec
ognized this year with the honor
of becoming Mortar Board's "Top
Profs."
Mortar Board would like to
congratulate their newest hon
orary member, President Donald
DeRosa. President DeRosa was
pinned last semester and now
joins the society along with Mrs.
DeRosa, who was initiated into
Mortar Board in 1975.
With the support of distin
guished seniors, their ability to
make a difference on campus, and
the high enthusiasm and fun at
meetings, it is no wonder every
body wants to be a part of Mortar
Board. Mortar Board looks forward
to selecting the next group of fine
leaders who will succeed them.
Mortar Board was founded in
1918 to honor college women dur
ing their senior year for distin
guished ability and achievement

in scholarship, leadership, and
service.
In 1975 Mortar Board changed
its bylaws and opened member
ship to men. The Knolens Chapter
of Mortar Board was established at

UOP in 1967. The Greek letters Pi
Sigma Alpha represent this honor
society's ideals: service, scholar
ship, and leadership.

Phi Delta Theta and Kappa
Alpha Theta aid flood victims
The Pacifican
During the winter break
when storms flooded many
counties around the San Joaquin
area, the Red Cross reacted by
settting up shelter for those who
had lost their homes.
When presidents Justin
Matheson of Phi Delta Theta
and Suzie Berg of Kappa Alpha
Theta heard of this they con
tacted the Red Cross and volun
teered to help out. Together,
both of the houses started dona
tion barrels and administered
sign up booths for volunteer
work for a shelter at the San
Joaquin County Fairgrounds.

A number of members fror
Phi Delt and Theta contribute
time and effort during Januar
term to volunteer at the floo
victim's shelter.
Overall, the support wa
tremendous and Phi Delt col
lected over 15 barrels of cloth
ing, canned foods, blankets, art
baby goods from barrels pDce'
in
McAffrey
Center am
Weberstown Mall. They alf
raised $400 in monetary dona
tions for the flood victims.
"It was nice to see us help'11;
out those less fortunate and see
ing our efforts pay off for a grea
cause," said Berg. "It was a ver
positive communitv effort."

For those who thought
they'd never get into cellular,
we have just one word:

Introducing Prepaid cellular from MKTNo Annual Contract. No Credit Check. No Monthly BUI. No Depostt.
•pp

Tr>, relluhr where

everyone's welcome. AT&T AirTime Cards give you

zzz rrsTtt%:>z*» * > — *

cdlular at one flat rate. Once you pick one up^s staple* get^mg-

^*

easy

tr\

access to

°no

««-».

AR£T Wireless Services

CELLULAR
ONE
-member

Technology that sets you free.*'

AT&T Wireless Services Store

or

participating dealer near you.

1800 342-3212
HOME BASE

JACKSON
11974 W. Highway 83
209 223-3223

MODESTO
3600 Sisk Road
209 545-4475

«.„nME
OAKpAtfc
1190 F Street

(Kragen Shopping Center)

S0N0RA
1203 Sanguinetti Road
'^J,X,|330
209 533

STOCKTON
1128 East March Ln.
209 476-1400

TURIOCK
1571 Geer Road

(Walgreen's Shopping Center)

209 634-8996

Modesto 2225 Plaza Pkwy.,Ste.G
209 606-5116
Stockton 1880 E. Hammer In.
209 607-9633

SHERWOOD MAIL
Stockton 209 608-5797

209 848-1043

CALL FOR HOURS

'f p;u1ki|>aihig dealer:

STOCKTON
Cell Star
Cellular Warehouse
49'er Cellular

Express Video & Cellular

MANTECA
Express Video & Cellular
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EDITORIAL

Does (do) ebonies be the answer?
Ebonics: The adding or taking
away of consonants and/or vowels to
more easily facilitate verbal commu
nication.
The ebonies debate spread
from the West Coast to the East
Coast in a matter of a few short
months. Some school districts in
New York are now looking at insti
tuting this radical "new" language
to "better" their schools.
Early in the debate, ebonies
was said to be genetic—possibly
stemming from slavery. In the late
1980's football commentator and
guru Jimmy the Greek was fired
for suggesting that blacks were
genetically superior. Now, the
Oakland school district is being
rewarded for saying that blacks are
genetically inferior.
But when we think of ebonies
as a second language, we must
examine the history of the lan
guage to fully understand it. So, it
would follow, that ebonies, being
a black dialect, must have come
from Africa, right? Wrong. If
someone were to go to Africa and
ask anyone "where do the roots of
ebonies lie?" no one would have
an answer. No one would even
know what you were talking
about.
Ebonics developed in and out
of the ghetto. Nowhere else.
Don't we already have a term
for ebonies, as recognized decades
ago? The dialect is called "Jive."
Imagine the outcry if our
school system requested money
from the government to teach our
teachers jive. The Oakland school
district calls it ebonies and they
also call it a second language.
This is not to say that one
must be black to speak "ebonies"
or "ebonically." Anyone of any
color can learn to speak jive or the
"Queens English."
Under the philosophy in
which ebonies is recognized, we
can look all across the country and
find many instances where other
"languages" ought to then be rec
ognized, taught and funded.
In the South we will find
southerners
speaking
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"Hickbonics," or in the North we
can recognize "Yankybonics," and
give special funding for the teach
ing of this "language." Maybe
even below the border they will
recognize the dialect called "ebonicos."
It'll be great. Every county in
the country can have its own lan
guage. Imagine going down' 1-5,
leaving Stanislaus county and
reading the road sign, "You now
be in San Joaquin County." We
would appreciate this because we
have such a hard time deciphering
the word "entering," and applying
meaning to its context. Now, this
is exaggerated, but then so is the
issue.
Ebonics should not be an issue
of race, the media has promulgat
ed this issue, but nonetheless the
simple premise of acknowledging
and even teaching substandard
English on purpose is disturbing.
What these kids need in school is
standard Englis; they must learn it
somewhere.
The most encouraging aspect
of ebonies is the hand that it

extends to America's youth. It says
that the school system does care
about this child by telling them
that they will listen. Even if it
must be in their own dialect.
On the other hand, if we allow
our teachers to encourage slang in
the classroom, where will these
children learn standard dialect?
Television? Friends? Mother
and/or Fathers?
When these kids graduate and
finally find a job, you can bet it's
not going to be because they can
speak ebonies. It will be because
they can, but don't.
You won't find the Microsoft
Network changing to meet the
demand for ebonies literate soft
ware, or find Bill Gates rushing to
hire the first one hundred gradu
ates who can place this quality on
their resume.
In ebonies, the saying "I don't
have any money" is said, "I don't
be gotten no money." Which iron
ically, is exactly what these gradu
ates will be repeating daily if they
are not adequately taught stan
dard English in the classroom.

Faculty Adviser
Dr. James Simon

Dept. of Communication

How to
Advertise
Display - We accept both national and
local display advertising. We charge $10 per
column inch. For more information, contact
our advertising staff at (209) 946-2114.
•Classified - Classified advertising can be
purchased - $1 per line for UOP staff and
students, $2 per line for all others. A line
contains 40 characters including punctuation
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and advance payment is required. The
Pacifican has a minimum circulation of
4000. Please call Christina Flowers at (209)
946-2115.
Subscribe
• Payment of student fees entitles each stu
dent to one free copy o f each issue. A year
subscription to the Pacifican costs $30 ($13
per semster). Send check or money order to:
3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA 95211,
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• The Pacifican is located on the third floor
of Hand Hall (above KUOP). Office hours
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on this page may be deemed offensive by some We
rthese suggested ratings so as not to offend anybody
. Co ahead; clean humor.
UnpoliticallyCorrect; socially unaccepted commentary
Oon t read if you tend to whine about ah,,<v< tn fire* „Jl
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the L.A. Times and are heard on over 400 radio
reach Telejoke at http://v^°e"e°oke.com
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DOG GONE
A survey reveals the average woman would not marry a
an if he didn't like her dog. Most guys don't want a mutt
Citify a,
vtokBUt sound drooling on the floor, begging for affection...That's
'sir role.

riSdni

elkSttffr;
ch Smms,

CRIMSON CHELSEA
Chelsea Clinton has been accepted to Harvard. You can
km Hi IIshe's her father's child. For a major course of studv she
UkU :«ed "undecided."
SNIFF IT

let tit
vilrm ISome veterinarians now recommend sun block for a

(Satin, pets face and ears. How do you apply sunscreen to a mutt's
vfujiir' lose?...You rub it on another dog's rear end.

Top Twenty
Ways to Say
"Doin' the
Wild Thing"
(rated X)

(rated C)

These jokes can be read in
You can
a„ons world wide.

20

—

f.

1

1

tfie material

List

OJ OK
O.J. Simpson attacked an "Inside Edition" cam
eraman on a golf course. He probably didn't want to
bring attention to his game...He's got a pretty defi
nite slice.
AIR LINE
American Airlines has reduced fares to appease
angry passengers. Most flights require you to stay
over Saturday night...In the terminal.
SAT SCORING
The SAT is being modified to offset an error in
the test. Most universities today have the same
admission rules. You must score either 500 on the
math, 500 on the verbal or 25 from the floor.

Source: Dr. Alan Ray, UOP Communication Department

20. Doin' the wild
thing
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19. Knockin' boots
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18. Bonin'
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17. Boffing
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16. Layin' pipe
IS. Hittin' i t

i

14. Cettin' down

''! f

13. Cettin' busy

1

' in

12. Bumpin' fuzz
11. Takin t h e s a u s a g e

M

Ask Pebbles and Bam Bam

Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
• Jive *n Grace and have
sleeping at
night
fc |i Rouble
ti H ?ecause my neighbors blast Led
'* II epp in at 3 a.m.!! What can I
ih ?* t^em know nicely that
w

Sfl||'hate them?
Cranky

Cranky,
I Learn «,Cm Play

at that

8ame-

I „ be art of "doorbell ditchvou sPec*aMy at times in the day
skenilfV, your neighbor will be
So off ' . ' let your alarm clock
*>nnant irtu- ^ they may be
front th
'
doesn't work, conthem or get ear plugs.
I
Un

Rebb*es

and Bam Bam,
I ani
« ln a resident hall and
guys-But°nnded
by 8°rgeous
S
tandS
t'cular - mvp A
°Ut in par"
R
A
How
can 1 Set
Wto
' '
me as more than
lust a res
roc-L
.? »dent?
Yearrning

(rated x>

Yearning,
Try stumbling into his room
instead of yours and reveal your true
self. If that doesn't work examine last
weeks Top 10.

I continue "spelunking" or
should I quit this for fears that
no man will ever be a match for
my "five speed?"
Curious

Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
I am having trouble getting a
date. I wrote in last week and you
suggested I try Delta College. Well,
I went to a Delta party last week
end and it was worse than an AKL
party. What is step 2?
Still Dateless

Curious,
Self-discovery is a very natural
and normal process. Don't let any
body tell you different. Comparing
a man to your five speed is like
comparing oranges to bananas.
You will learn to like each one dif
ferently!

Still Dateless,
If you are looking for an intellec
tual, try the Tuesday World Forum. If
you are looking for a stud, try the
club ice hockey team or a Pacifican
staff meeting. If that doesn't work try
an ad in the classifieds.

Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
I'm 22 and have never had
an orgasm. I have "done it"
four times, but have never had
the big "O". Please help.
Wanting

Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
I've recently engaged in what
might be termed "self-discovery,"
but it makes me feel dirty. Should

Wanting,
Don't worry an orgasm is
something that cums with time.

N Pebhi
•
f^^and Bam Bam questions - real and fictitious - to the Pacifican in care of the Opinion Editor.

i

10. Yoddle in the
canyon
9. Hiding the salami
8. Toxin' that bootay
7. Horizontal tango
6. Taking the
skin boat to
tuna town
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M
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[ J > ]f
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S. Hot beef injection
4. Riding the bologna
pony
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3. Sexin'

—•
2. Bump n' grind
1. Phucking

1

i
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK

What could UOP do to better student life?

"Lower tuition ai
more culturally
diverse classes.'
-Wad

Yeah.
-Amy McDowell, sr.

"More support for
student events,
especially drama
and dance.

"Cheaper housing
costs.
.
ribbens, So.

-Tiffany Campbell, Jr.

"Do more field
trips!"
-Greg Cosso,

I

COCQDN
Q/f'lonfalongc-

•

Pi

(

Owner/Stylist

• (209) 952-8663

836 W. Benjamin Holt Dt

Slm;klon.CA 952')?|

specializing in
haircut, color, weaves <& fern

It's time
federal
Renewal Application

1997-98 Financial Aid
Priority Application Date • Cat Grant Deadline

March 1

MULTICOLOR
CUSTOM
SCREENPRINTIN
EMBROIDERY
5 DAY TURN-AROUND IN MOST CAS

California

1439 N. El Dorado #C • Stockton, CA 953
(209)467-7624 -FAX#467-0320

NEW STUDENT.
DENTAL PLAN
No charge for diagnosis and x-N

On|y$5700,«Y»

Save money and your teeth! Enroll n

Call for brochure ~ (800) 655jj*H.

The Pacifican

February 20, 1997
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MalCC)lm X reme mbered

CALEIPH

Christi Neill
L&E Editor
946-2115

during Black History Month

pacifican guest writer
Malcolm X, one of the most
substantial and militant defend
ers for civil rights of African
Americans, was an influential
Black leader of the 1950's and
60's. This story examines the life
and legacy of Malcolm X.

Malcolm X was born in 1925
in Omaha, Nebraska. His mother was stereo
typed as illiterate by social service agencies and
took her children away because they speculated she
wasn't supportive. Malcolm's father was killed in a
car accident by racists in the city, and as a youth,
Malcolm became involved in criminal activities In
1946, he was arrested for burglary and sent to
prison. In prison he converted to the Nation Of
Islam and adopted X as his last name after being
released from prison in 1952.
Malcolm X became the
Nation of Islam's most effective
minister and was an orator urg
ing African-Americans to win
freedom "by any means neces
sary." Eventually he became dis
satisfied with the Nation of Islam
because the group avoided politi
cal activity.
Malcolm X traveled to the
Muslim holy city of Mecca in
Saudi Arabia, where he' met with

individuals of various back
grounds and rejected the view
that all whites were devils and
that the Nation Of Islam should
not become political. More
immediately he adopted the
name El-Hajj Malik El-Shabbazz,
when he returned to the United
States and formulated his own
group called "The Organization
Of Afro-American Unity."
Malcolm X relinquished from the
Nation Of Islam in 1964 and was assassinated
as he spoke at a rally at the Audubon Ballroom
in New York on February 21, 1965.
February 21 is now recognized as Malcolm X
Day in the city of Berkeley, California.
Unfortunately, the observance isn't recognized as
a national holiday in other cities within California
and in other states. However, Malcolm's contribu
tions towards the African American communi
ties, such as marches and speech
es, are concentrated more in the
Eastern part of the United States.
Malcolm X is our shining
Black Prince who spoke for all
people of African descent. He was
futuristic in mind and his philos
ophy reached far beyond the
time that he lived. He was aware
of the forces that were plotting
against the successful survival of
African Americans.

Music Review

Music your parents hate
RYAN BAZELEY
Pacifican staff writer
"EARTHLING"

David Bowie
(Virgin Records)
David Bowie has always taken
us to strange and disturbing places.
Along the way he has managed to
become one of the world's most
eccentric and ground-breaking
entertainers. Through collabora
tions with acts as diverse as Bing
Vrosby, Mick Jagger, Pet Shop
°ys, Nine Inch Nails, and Brian
n°, his music has transcended all
musical boundaries.
After the release of "Outside"
!n *995, Bowie toured with indusmastermind Trent Reznor and
me Inch Nails. The experience
„ a visible (or audible) effect on
owie.
His
latest
offering
arthling" is laden with industriguitars and techno beats. This is
0 to say that this sounds like a
_ me Inch Nails album, quite the
mtrary, it's unmistakably Bowie,

but the influence is noticeable.
Like NIN, Bowie laces up the
songs with heavy doses of energy
and aggression, but that's where the
similarity ends. Bowie's lyrics are
spooky, not depressing. Also, on a
few of the new tracks, Bowie plays
with the latest club rage of drum and
bass. In a nutshell, "Earthling" is
aggressive, powerful and hyperactive.
The quality that has allowed
David Bowie to remain cool for over
30 years is his ability to change and
adapt. It has been said that if an artist
isn't moving forward, then he is
most certainly moving backwards.
Over a span of over 30 albums Bowie
has managed to span the genres of
rock, synth-pop, jazz, R&B, new age,
techno, industrial, and Christmas
carols. Have I left anything out?
The only thing about him that is
predictable is that he is unpre
dictable. Last year Bowie celebrated
his 50th birthday. He is older than
most of our parents, yet he still man
ages to create music that they will
refuse to listen to.

David Bowie's new CD is a little different, but definitely worth a listen.
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Dinner and a Movie

Papapavlo's and 'Vegas Vacation' definitely cheesy
MELISSA DURKIN
JULIE ANTON
Pacifican staff writers
A cozy dinner for two, a take- out
meal at home, or gourmet catering
for
a
group,
Papapavlo's
Mediterranean Bistro has it all.
Papapavlo's is located less than
ten minutes north of UOP at 7555
Pacific Avenue. It's a great place to
take a date for dinner and it's con
veniently close to several movie the
aters.
We decided to avoid the crowds
and dined at Papapavlo's for lunch.
We were seated on the second of
two rooms. One is the bar, the other
is the bakery and cashier. We were
seated a bit too close to the noisy
refrigerator, but otherwise, we
agreed, our surroundings were
impressive.
When our food arrived we were
really hungry. But the portions were
hardly enough to satisfy our modest
appetites. However, the quality was
pretty good.
Julie: I ordered the Greek salad,
because I really like vegetables. The
dressing was excellent and I liked all
the different types of lettuce. I
would have liked to have more veg
etables like carrots and celery, but
these probably aren't the types of
things that are usually included in

the Mediterranean cuisine. If you
don't like cheese, make sure you ask
them to leave off the Feta. I really
didn't like it.
Papapavlo's is a nice dining
experience. A real cheese lover's par
adise. We recommend making din
ner reservations; the prices for lunch
don't reflect the quantity of the
food.
Melissa: After about a 20 minute
wait, I was served a spinach casse
role. A square of spinach, cheese,
and light pastry appeared on a small
bread plate. No other presentation
was put on the plate, so it didn't
look like much. But, I only ate about
half before I felt full. My first couple
of bites were very tasty. The pastry
covering was airy and slightly crisp.
The spinach was a bit mushy, but
not over-cooked, as it often can be. I
love cheese, unlike Julie who gave
her interpretation of its snot-like
quality just as I was eating it; so, I
liked the cheese flavor that sealed
the dish together. I also stole a few
bites of Julie's salad, thank you Julie,
which I thought was excellent.
Overall, the meal was flavorful and
filling. But, it didn't take long before
I was overwhelmed by the pun
gency and went back to filling up on
the mild pita bread.
So, after our Greek experience, it
was off to Vegas, that is, to see the

movie "Vegas Vacation". Starring
Chevy Chase, Beverly D'Angelo,
Randy Quaid, and Wayne Newton,
this is a film about a family vacation
to Las Vegas. The quacky Griswolds
taste the glitz and risk of the casino
world while they experience the
lessons of greed and pretension. It's
a film that tugs at the family heart
strings while it still offers the halfnude women necessary for a Vegas
film, yeah right!
Julie: I'm a real fan of funny
movies and I think Chevy Chase is
one great comedian. But I was really
disappointed
with
"Vegas
Vacation." It just wasn't as funny as
the Griswold family's other vaca
tions. Any fan of these movies,
though, would appreciate the con
sistency of the characters. There
were several guest appearances
throughout the film by Las Vegas
regulars such as Sigfried and Roy,
Wayne Newton and a visit from the
Snapple lady. The surprise best per
formance in Vegas Vacation was by
Russ Griswold, the nerdy, naive
teenage son who is the most con
vincing character.
It wasn't the acting in this
movie that stunk, but the writing.
There just weren't very many funny
lines and the stunts were ridiculous.
The underlying theme of family
togetherness was obvious. I can't

Hirschbein's World

recommend this film because it ]u,t
wasn't funny.
Melissa: Never having seen the
National Lampoon movies, I might
have missed some of the jokes of
this one. However, I thought the
opening was a splash. I was tickled
blue by the innocent klutziness of
the Griswolds. But, the rest of the
jokes, although funny, were under
played. The entire movie failed to
extract a deep-bellied laugh from
this critic. The absurdity of this film
which was abundant, was tickling
but carried too far most times.
Chevy Chase and dams just didn't
mix; they were an "uh, yeah, that
was funny" collision. When the
characters were believably witless, I
found comic humor. The son was
adorably naive. I felt that Quaid
wasn't given a chance to be very
funny, though his hill-billy charac
ter had its moments. And Wayne
Newton just had to go. Girls, what's
the big deal about the feminine
singer? His voice made me feel nau
seous. I failed to find any unique
film technique. The movie was col
orfully bright, giving it its cartoon
texture, and the shots were usually
close, giving the audience the feel
ing that it was part of the family.
Overall, I would not recommend
the film. Its humor was not enough
to carry it. It's definitely a renter.

Memoirs of Moods and Madness
JONATHAN HIRSCHBEIN
Pacifican guest writer
I was watching the tube today,
and a program about U.F.O. discov
eries kindled the screen and
brought to life an old memory of
what I believe was my 1st and only
personal encounter.
It happened awhile ago, so I'll
have to go back in time to tell you
this story...
I had just graduated from high
school, and my friends and I had
taken off to Mazatlan, Mexico for
our senior trip. Maybe the fourth or
fifth day we were there, I hooked up
with this girl named Shawna
"something," and late we wound up
at the beach with a small group of
peopie around 1:00 or 2:00 in the
morning. She was a wired
girl,...overwhelming me by telling
me she loved me after knowing me
for only 3 days,- "'Cause you don't
bullshit," she told me.
2 by 2 the group thinned and
retired to their bedrooms. But I
myself, was not yet ready to walk. I
was drunk. I was drunker than
drunk, but I don't have the words to

describe that. Many beers and
experiments with odd-named
drinks I had never heard of before,
had left me a sponge of alcohol.
Alone at the beach with
Shawna, our hands wandered and
our touch explored. Reality was, I
just kind of layed there on my
back...tossing and nodding, while
she did her thing to me.
Time was goin', and how I was
awake from all that sauce, I have no
idea. My eyes were fading...Being
tucked in by eyelids heavy as my
father's arms. But then it happened.
Somehow, I had rolled to the side of
the sand blanket, and saw what I
had only read about or seen on ran
dom, and what I always thought of
as pure bullshit television pro
grams. But it was there. I know it
was there. I was well aware I was
without sound mind from the
booze, so I started to ask her if she
could see it too,...When she pointed
out to sea and said,"Lookit that!"
A large half-circle, with a skin of
bright orange like a lit cigarette,
revolved on the liquid horizon a
few miles out. There were spaced

and lined marks of black scattered
across the half sphere...slowly spin
ning with the unimaginable sight.
It revolved...and revolved...Sinking
to the mouth of the sea with each
spin.
Lower and lower it sank...
Until in perfect mystery,...
it was gone.
At that exact moment, I was
sober. Well, my mind was...but my
body was still a log. I grabbed
Shawna by the hand and lead her
with my sloppy run and guidance
to the hotel room my friends and I
were sharing. She kept saying to
me, "Not now. Let's tell 'em tomor
row." But there was no way I was
gonna let this surface with tomor
row's brewing hangover. This was
gonna get out now!
I had lost my key somewhere in
the sand, so I had to kick and knock
on our door with the "Do not dis
turb" sign hanging on the door
knob. My friend, Henry answered
the door piss-drunk and fighting to
stand. He started to speak, but
Henry has always been a little slow
so I didn't feel like listening to him

hopelessly attempt to formulate a
complete sentence,...And rushed
past him with Shawna in tow, as I
yelled out "WAKE UP! I JUST SAW A
U.F.O.!" The light went on. The
guys rolled off the girls, and viceversa. And they all looked up at me
with eyes pissed off and wasted.
"You're just fucked up!" Tony
blurted out.
His girl said, "I'd like to hear
about it." and sat up.
(Sorry, Tony, for ruining your
game of doctor) Josh was sprawled
out cold on one bed with some
vampire chick, and I knew he
would wanna hear this 'cause Josh
is thoroughly convinced with the
theories of his own device, that one
day aliens are gonna take over the
planet. But he was out. And I start
ed to feel drunk again as Shawna
was pulling me out the door by the
seam of my pants and saying,
"C'mon...We'll tell 'em tomorrow."
We went back to her room, and that
was that.
I never did tell anyone about it
the next morning.
I don't even think I remem
bered it until just now.

Living £f _Eritertainmpnt
tnamese show off their culture

One
Minute
Maid

,B staff writer
' Vietnamese
Student
and ASUOP invite
to attend our 1997 Spring
Show, Van Nghe (Vahgn
(• will be held on Saturday,
22, in the Faye Spanos
Hall- The festivities will
cp.m. and last until 9 p.m.
cultural show presents the
culture to the faculty

its of the University, local
and the surrounding
[ilty. This year's program
lade traditional Vietnamese
songs, dramas, skits, and a
show displaying native
he participants have been
and preparing since
this will be a way of
which is a conof the VSA. The event,
VSA events, is expectmoney for local charities.

Poet's Corner

AURIELL SPIEGEL
Pacifican guest poet

Additional Vietnamese dancing mil be on stage this SaUird'
This year, all procedes will be donat
ed to the American Red Cross Flood
Relief for San Joaquin to help those
residents left homeless and helpless
by the disaterous floods of 1997.
In its last cultural celebration,
the VSA raised $1600 for Aid to

Refugee Children Without Parents
in the Pacific Rim.
The VSA is striving to continue
its efforts at contributing to the
community, and hopes that every
one will come and enjoy the show.

Minute
Maid
or
Tropicana?
Breathless bodies face
down in a pool of blood
Captured by those who
claim it their right of pas
sage to inform
A tearful father who
pushes heartless informants
away
"To die to sleep..."
The sleep WE deny
A black box of terror
encasing our minds
Fear...Pays
Binds our wallets
Produces their lives, not
ours
15 minutes of fame
found in tragedy
Good art takes the front
page
Even if it IS his father
waking up to it with a glass
ofOJ
In this round about
world we dance the dance of j
insane puppets
Waiting to win the race,
held in our starting blocks,
spikes wedged
in the earth...
Waiting
Waiting
2,1 BANG

UWs

start tlie week of February 17, 1097

Contact Ace at ISI OJ' 946-8383 to appl}'

Good Night.
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Inh^ 311(1 more
Not for 'seniors only'; Summer obsana

Mnnry, majors andmorel

BURTON JAY NADLER
Director UOP Career Services
Welcome back! This first col
umn of the new semester reminds
you of services available on the sec
ond floor of McConchie Hall. That's
235 West Stadium, across Pacific
Avenue, next to Manor Hall, for
those honest enough to say "huh?
when they read or hear the build
ing's name.
While frantically preparing for
March and April on-campus recruit
ing and, hopefully, motivating each
and every Senior to stop by, we
emphatically exclaim "We are not
for job seeking Seniors only.
Services are for all students and
alumni throughout the year.
For first year and new students,
as well as experienced UOP acade
mics seeking to pay bookstore bills,
tuition bills and phone bills and
those who simply need extra dollar
bills, part-time and work-study posi
tions are posted in our office.
For those who ask: "What do I
want to do with my major?," "What
do I want to do after I graduate?,
"What careers are right for me?" the
process of self-assessment and
exploration (we call it Career Focus)

:11 yield answers.
incWPK
will
Those wishing to complete
counseling to enhance knowledge
of and understanding of career
options call 946-2361 to set up an
initial Career Focus appointment.
Those exploring internship and
summer
employment
options start with a visit
to the office and are
referred to a Co-op and
Internship Program ori
entation available in the
library area. Students can
also sign up for related
internship and summer
job search skills building
courses. The courses are
offered through Lifelong
Learning
and
the
Division of Student Life s
Leadership Seminar Series by con
tacting appropriate offices.
Some upcoming events for
soon-to-be grads are:
Monday, March 10th at 10 a.m.
there will be an On-Campus
Recruiting sign-up on a first-comefirst-served basis. Sign up on sched
ules, provide a resume for each orga
nization, noting company, date, and
time of your interview on back.
Make sure to document all inter-

views on your "Master Resume^
CAwriroc
kept at. Career
Services.
When you sign up, show up.
Scheduling an interview is a com
mitment. No shows will forfeit the
privilege of participating in onCampus Recruiting.
Additional organiza
tions will be added to
updated schedules after
March 1st, so stay aware
of new organizations by
frequently visiting the
office. Resume critiquing
and interview skills
development is done by
appointment. Call 9462361 to sign up soon.
The
Senior
Job
Search Survival Course
offers soon-to-be grads
the opportunity to build resumes,
develop cover letter writing, and
interview skills while earning acade
mic credit. Course registration mate
rials are available at Lifelong
Learning or Career Services in
McConchie Hall.
Andersen Consulting seeks
resumes and cover letters by
February 25th. On-campus inter
views will be on Friday, March 7th.
All majors are encouraged to

JM

research opportunities
iresumes
miu personal
Personal Ik m
"uul" and
and attend the informal
Job search skills tj \1>"
vices are not simply J ^bou
wishing to enter "bUSita
have successfully help^H
n«-»/4 alumni
aliitnni TITIiL
_ dl
and
""
*— with very
very diva nished
...
ests. Our resource area is fa ! sh'
ful publications, nostw.
postingsan 5l«s
access,
and
nnr
.J
net
and our staf^M
to assist with any quest, have
might have.
.vddenti
We like to think we £i A
something of value for peof ,eVOr
any academic discipline WIN Q'DOI
anv rarppr
anal All
All senior "
any
career goal.
register with our office ^Vall
Juniors should register and] r[lica 0
of summer internship oppa •" £Ciet
offered by SAFECO, i- 'tf0TfJ
Consulting and Arthur Ande jiedto
We at Career Services!
ward to seeing all of you soo diSj
look forward to continui j0U
weekly exchange. Please! ^
questions you want me to .j Dan
by phone or by dropping a i ^
In our never ending am
(
add new meaning to actons 'V j
are trying to turn UOP into'. _n j
Professionals. Let us know t ^ j
can best serve your needs. ;S Qu

Co-Op Column

Internship office 'ties it together' on jobs

NAGAT ELTAREB AND
GORDON ROSE
Pacifican guest writers
The University's Co-Operative
Education and Internship Office
has kicked off a campaign to edu
cate students on the programs avail
able to Sophomores, Juniors and
Seniors. The campaign will use the
motto "Tie It Together," and will
feature a logo consisting of a string
tied in a bow.
Gordon Rose, a junior majoring
in Public Relations and an intern in
the office, developed the idea,
which will be used to inform stu
dents that, by participating in an
internship, they can tie academic
work with professional ambitions.
"Apprenticeship. That's a good
way to explain what interning is,"
said Jody Smith, Assistant Director
in the CO-OP/Internship Center.
"It's a reflective experience for the
student, where he or she can relate
current classroom progress with an
actual working situation."
Linda Johnson, Office Director,
said, "No matter what you call
it...field
work,
internship,
practicum, clinical practice, experi
ential learning, it fosters and sus

tains learning in both the academic
and work environments."
"We also believe, that consis
tent with the stated mission of UOP,
the CO-OP/internship experience
enables each student to strive
toward maximizing academic, per
sonal and social developments,"
Johnson said.
One student who has made this
connection is Jai Padgett-Soave, a
Communication major who is in
her second semester as an intern at
Micke Grove Zoo. Padgett-Soave
describes her internship as a "hands
on experience that is a lot of fun in
a different environment."
"The things you learn in a class
room don't really register until you
get out into the real world," she
said. "You aren't sure of the lessons
you learned until you actually get
to put them to work.
Dr. Carol Ann Hackley, Intern
Advisor in the Communication
Department, when asked whether
she sees a difference between stu
dents who participate in an intern
ship and those who do not, replied,
"Students who participate...go out
into the world with an advantage.
It's counted by employers as experi
ence.

She added, "It allows
for a student to explore a
variety of jobs before
committing
to
a
career...Learning
through an internship
allows you to take a real
ity check. It's better to
find out you don't like a
particular aspect of your
goal than to go to work
after graduation and find
that your first job is not
to your liking."
A perfect example of
this is Christie Dickie, a
senior
Pre-Law/Social
Science major, who is
now serving as Public
Affairs
intern
for
Planned
Parenthood.
The former President of
ASUOP said the job has
given her the opportuni
ty to learn off-campus in "Gordon Rose, a University
a different environment majoring in PR, at wor*frConChie ft1'1
other than the classroom OP/InternshiD office at Mc
and has allowed her to
C0-0Fjf
may go to the cPCOW \
make a change in her career plans.
Offices °n the
Dickie states, "I know now that
McConchie Ha'trnent
I don't want to go into trial law."
2273 for an appo^
Students who wish to receive
information about the program
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, I MY CHILDREN: Just as
is about to reveal everything,
buffered another painful attack
the wedding was halted. She
rushed to the hospital and
, she had
miscarried.
?nd was moved when he heard
say what happened to Erica
Id have happened to her. Janet
iccidentally buried by debris, as
nulled Amanda out of the well;
Trevor rescued her. Naomi
ie O'Donnell) made all the St.
mine's Day floral deliveries to
5ine Valley sweethearts. Wait To
Erica comes close to learning
's secrets.
MOTHER WORLD: Jake was
ued to learn evidence was pilup about his involvement in
;y's disappearance. Meanwhile,
by found unconscious Vicky
brought her to the cabin of a
id, Daniel, who then went to get
I. As Vicky came to, her memory
imed. Cindy told Gabe Grant
after her. Wait To See: Rachel
kes an important decision.
AS THE WORLD TURNS:
lost out of oxygen, Holden and
inda faced death in her wine celuntil he found an airshaft. Lily,
anwhile, realized Diego must
?e done something to Lucinda.
rgo suffered a series of PTS flashis as she tried to deal with
lily's rape by Diego. Tom found
ne crash photos in Margo's suit

case. Pilar managed to escape from
her nurse. Holden and Lucinda
made their way out of the cellar.
Diego confronted Lily outside the
church. Wait To See: Diego makes
his intentions frighteningly clear.

another crisis.

GENERAL HOSPITAL: The
Spencers returned to Port Charles,
but Stefan, Bobbie, and Nikolas
were upset they allowed everyone to
believe Laura was dead. Bobbie later
rejected the suggestion that Stefan
THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTI
shot Katherine. Lois and the baby
FUL: Grant worried about how
returned in the middle of Monica s
Brooke would react if she knew they
trial. Later, Monica's past was
weren't legally wed. After seeing
revealed when Ned was called to the
Thorne and Taylor in an embrace,
stand as a hostile witness. Taggert
Stephanie chastised him for being
enlisted Keesha's help under the
disloyal to his brother, Ridge, only
guise of undercover police work.
to have Thorne retort that Ridge
Wait To See: Luke and Laura have
had slept with Caroline when she
another surprise for their friends.
was Thome's wife. Later, Stephanie
GUIDING LIGHT: Buzz pulled
tried to persuade Claudia to get clos
strings
to get Jenna out of jail, but
er to Thorne. Wait To See: Thorne
Jeffrey
continued to thwart her
makes Taylor a surprising offer.
efforts to get her son. Alan and
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Sami
Annie were pleased that Reva fell
insisted Carrie be her maid-ofhook, line and sinker for the "clues"
honor at the re-creation of her wed
they set out in her search for her
ding to Austin. After meeting with
missing sister. Blake decided to tell
Stefano in his chambers, the judge
Ross the truth about the twins, but
pronounced Jack's verdict: Life
ran into an obstacle before she
imprisonment without parole for
could talk to him. Wait To See: Josh
killing Peter. Franco arranged for
wonders about Fran's part in the
Bo's boat, the "Fancy Face," to be
Annie drama.
burned beyond repair. Laura saw
Cassie and Kevin learned R.J.
Stefano and Lynn together. But
was trying for power of attorney
later, when Laura seemed about to
over Carlo's funds in Rio. When
tell Marlena everything, Kristen
Starr failed to respond to treatment,
broke the hypnotic trance and
Todd, fearing her illness was his
slipped Laura a pill to keep her from
punishment for past wrongdoings,
remembering.
Unaware
that
went to pray in the hospital chapel.
Marlena had Kristen's eel phone,
Max walked in as Ian Armitage, son
Susan called to tell Kristen her baby
of the late Eleanor Armitage, asked
was being born. Bo picked up a wad
Maggie if she knew what happened
of cash dropped by the Mystery
to his mother's locket. Joey left for
Man. Wait To See: Kristen faces

Paris, telling Kelly to join him when
she's ready. Patrick's poetry
marathon took place on Valentine s
Day. Wait To See: Kevin and Cassie
find more than they expected in
Rio.
..
SUNSET BEACH: Ben raced to
the crematorium to save Annie, but
was told he was too late. Ricardo
blamed his ambition for Annie's
death and offered his resignation
from the Sunset Beach police
department. Michael unwittingly
turned over Vanessa's material to JoJo, who gave it to his boss, Gregory.
Meanwhile, Sean told Eddie he
never saw Annie coming out of
Del's hotel room the night of the
murder, but stopped short of saying
he'd seen his mother. Meanwhile,
Annie had escaped and later was an
unseen observer at her memorial
service. Meg learned Ben is SB.
Wait To See: Ben and Annie make
plans.
'

THE YOUNG AND THE REST
LESS: Cole lashed into Tony after

seeing him dance with Victoria.
Ryan later told Victoria he hoped he
and Nina could save their marriage.
Keith got Jack and Jill to agree to
move ahead on their deal with him.
Victor learned Nick was sending
resumes to other companies. Kay
invited Kurt to stay at her place as
he rebuilt his life, and agreed to take
him on as her bookkeeper. Neil was
upset with insistence on having a
career. Wait To See: Nick gets shock
ing news.

HOROSCOPES
>m King Features

with certain people and overly crit
ical of others.

WES (March 21 to April 19)
1 out and visit those friends you
ven't seen in a while. You're at
W best presenting new ideas,
iwever, some find themselves
ing with evasive types who are
than open. Toward the end of
week, you're ready for some
ch-needed rest and relaxation.

CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
You make an early start this week to
get a jump on the competition
which has been breathing down
your neck of late. Keep your eyes
open for new opportunities. Use
discretion if discussing financial
matters with an overly talkative
friend.

JRUS (April 20 to May 20)
a great week for meetings with
'tars and with real estate profes,na!s if you're looking for a
®nge in residence. Career interSo well generally. This week' avoid spending too much
°neY on frivolous pursuits.

LEO (July 23 to August 22) You
need some time alone this week to
mull over personal concerns. This
downtime leads to new insights and
conclusions. Later in the week, it s a
good time for shopping and
gadding about.

MlVJ (May 21 to June 20)
Pes should try to spend some
en'-f time together this week,
1 you do need to take a day off
j *• Some soul-searching is in
• You've been a bit inflexible

September 22)

VIRGO

(August
23
to
Parents should
seek out teachers and set up meet
ings this week. Partners are in sync,
but you're bogged down with nig
gling details at work. Don t get
caught up with inconsequential

matters this weekend.

LIBRA (September 23 to
October 22) Early in the week,
career developments are positive.
Later in the week, you're running
into a few obstacles to your
progress. Special attention should
be paid to details, especially when
tending to domestic chores this
weekend.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) You're intrigued by
a fascinating cultural interest this
week. Higher-ups are feeling slight
ed, so be sure to show proper
respect. This weekend, a compro
mise is in order on the social scene.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Leisure interests are
highlighted this week. Some take
up a new hobby, while others meet
with an exciting romantic possibili
ty. Over the weekend, while out and
about, avoid spending too much

money.

CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) You make acceptable
progress at work. However, a family
member feels you're not being
attentive enough and makes more
demands for your time. Make an
effort to reach out to this person
over the weekend.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) The research you do
on an investment concern leads
you to correct conclusions. Behindthe-scenes moves are best in busi
ness as you execute a low profile.
Guard your tongue over the week
end.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) You and your significant other
are in sync. On the social scene this
week, it's a mixture of highs and
lows. Friends disagree over where to
go and what to do.

Calendar
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McCaffrey Center Movie: A Time to
Kill 8p.m. at the McCaffrey Center
Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students.

$2.00 uihisheq cokes

SATURDAY tflGHT
$2.50 Red Devils
1328 E. Harding 941-4272

Leadership Development Series:
Voices of Diversity: Understanding
Across Different Cultures presented
by Stephan Coggs, Director of
Community Involvement Program
& Multicultural Affairs, UOP. 2-4
p.m. in the McCaffrey Center
Conference Room.

Your ad could be here.
We'll squeeze you in!

Monday
$1.30

GARLIS

Buy bottled beer
after 10 pm

Friday February 21

1

e « O! K { M
>

•

(209) 478-6290

fesTIJSiRU.
DINING ON THE DELT A
EVERY TABLE HAS A VIEW
DECK AND FULL BAR
ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE TO GO
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!
Wood-fired Pizza's * Rotisserie * Fresh Seafood * Pasta
Casual * Fun * Lively * Affordable
Lunch * Dinner * Cocktails
6629 Embarcadero Drive at Ben Holt Drive west of 1-5
Stockton at Village West Marina
Locally Owned

2324 Grand Canal Blvd. U
Stockton, CA 95207
Across from the Hilton entrance

Sunday February 23

Vendors - McCaffrey Center Patio Area
Noon - 5 p.m.

Tuesday all night

.$5.75

Campus Events

The Marketplace

Thursday $1.00 drinks for all ladies

extra .50 per topping

Basil Burger
w/chedder or
swiss & fries

Keeva Celtic at The Bhui
Cafe 9 p.m., $4 admission. *

Bechtel International Center Noon -1
p.m.

Xoidie's J\ r ight

Luigi's Two Toppin
Pizza . .$6.75
onion, bell pepper,
tomato, mushroom,
garlic, pineapple,
olive, pepperoni,
ham,
salami,

Thursday February 20
Women of the World

Drink Specials

209-474-6585

Reservations Accepted • Gift Certificates Available
Visa. MasterCard.American Express. Discover

Campus Events
McCaffrey Center Movie: A Time to
Kill 8p.m. at the McCaffrey Center
Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students.
Conservatory of Music Concerts &
Resident Series presents Frank
Wiens, Piano at 8 p.m. in Faye
Spanos Concert Hall.
Night Life
Jeff Claussen Trio Original Jazz at
Die Blackwater Cafe, 9 p.m. $4
admission.

Monday-Friday
$1.50 Honey Brown Beer

MONDAY

Saturday February 22
^

Signed.

a drinking est.

any draft beer $1 .75

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

[

$2.50

$2.00

purple hooters

Jack Daniels

.The Pa

Campus Events
Black History Month Event:
Award Presentations and Talent
Show Faye Spanos Concert Hall 2-5
p.m.
McCaffrey Center Movie: A Time to
Kill 8p.m. at the McCaffrey Center
Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students.

Campus Events
Basketball (W) vs. cs\j
Beach at Spanos Center 2 p.,n
Black History Month fve,
Gospel Fest Faye Spanos concei
7-10 p.m.

McCaffrey Center Movie: A
Kill 8p.m. at the McCaffrey
Theater. General Admissior
$1.50 for seniors and c
under 12. Free to UOP stude
Night Life

Barnes & Noble Poetry I
Guest Poet Ron Houssaye a
West March Lane, 472-749:
p.m.

Monday February 24
Night Life

Leadership Development
Surviving in a Mass Med'u
Tips for Dealing with the Pre
sented b yjim Simon, As
Professor of Communication

Tuesday February 2S
Campus Events
Black History Month
Women's
Rights
Responsibilities in the
Century TBA Noon-lp.m.
Tuesday World Forum p
"AID in Africa: Zimbabwe B
Linkages" by Ken Meagor,
student at Monterey Instit
International Studies, Noon
in the Bechtel International

Pacific Lecture Series: P'
Daniel Kasser, Dept. of Art
History, presents "Picture
Scholarship and New Techn
Opportunities for Underg
Research at UOP," 3:30 1
Taylor Conference Room on
floor of William Kno>
Memorial Library.
Leadership

Development

jbticou*it 9c& ShatUuj,
at the OAJZ PoaJz 9ce /Jiena

Free tribute to Ella Fiztgerald pre
sented by music therapy Professor
Audree O'Connell at the Haggin
Museum, 3 p.m.

Summer Jobs, Internsm
Creative Options... Taking'

This coupon, when presented at the OAK PARK ICE
ARENA, is good only for Public Sessions when no other
promotions are in session for ONE FREE ADMISSION
WITH ONE PAID ADMISSION.

Upbeats Outdoor Trip: Ski trip to
Kirkwood

Conference Room.

participant

One coupon per customer. Skate rental: $1.50
CITY OF STOCKTON PARKS AND RECREATION

3545 Alvarado Street in Oak Park Phone (209) 937-7432

Night Life
VSA Cultural Show: Faye Spanos
Concert Hall from 6-9 p.m.

Now!!! presented by Burt
Director of Career Services,
the
McCaffrey
in

C^lsndar

>7.n. 1997
,t

n

'he a,
admissi
0n

<ruaiy2j

^day February 26
''
„> E v e n t s

Events

Vi,

Center 2

sees

vs. 5f. Mary's at
A Courts 3 p.m.

^ay February 27

>

Swimming

Perspectives"
and
Month ( „ Cultures", both spon
5P««os con ge Office of International
5 present "Teaching Black
Who Qualifies?," discussed
fa. Mamie Darlington, departBlack
0f Sociology and
and Don Grubbs of the
hv Department, 12-1 p.m. in
htel International Center.

£,

of the Pacific Spring
•ation: Speaker
Robert
Poetrj Jpf 1997 Faye and Alex
ioussaje ;Xs Distinguished Teaching
472-7ijp Jjand presentations of awards,
i.in Raymond Great Hall.

'My 24 fains (W)
Big
West
ce Championships at
Beach

pment
ss Medii
h the Pies iffrey Center Movie: Sense
ion, Mniinsibility 8 p.m. at the
nication iffrey Center Theater. General
wn is $3, $1.50 for seniors
children under 12. Free to UOP

(W)

B

cha«<ps

e s;
a

41 YEARS of QUALITY
SO

Night Life

Volleyball (M) vs. CSU Long Beach
in A.G. Spanos Center at 7 p.m.

N^CpZTZser0"'^^
FoZtlSi

/.y

'Manny's"

c'au/or/uattt+iA
~*"cT

A

•

F

•

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

.

sJpCKT0N'S ONLY
Drive Thru Espresso
featuring: Expresso Roma, Berkeley's Best
We onfcr use Paafic Coaa NATURAL BEEF and port...
The* teed is a saeet granoia of torn and grains...
The Okf fashioned way

Marinated Carved from die Bone

"Stockton's Best"

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

* Work) s first Oyster Bumto • Fresh Hsfi Tatos
'lumboCartk Prawns' Rotisserie Chkken
frwh Sgueered Lemonade' Came Asada (grilled steak)
'Camitas (roast port)

Rotisserie Chicken
a

™e" Ge0rge Wilson Hal1

Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue
(one block south of March Lane)

with Fresh Herbs

9 p.m. - l

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper

We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, fc MasterCard

FRESH • NATURAL • NO 1ARD

McCaffrey Center Movie: Sense

Fish and Chips

P-m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to UOP
students.

Fish Sandwich

tmcfcxjtrscrftacni?

Steamed Artichoke

Chines*. Cembodien 4 Vietnemee*Cuisine

Mr

lemibility

8

on Sourdough

NEW KIM TAR
iin yt| 5*5

Mayo/Butter

Conservatory of Music Concerts
and Resident Artist Series: Pacific

"STOCKTON'S BESTFAST FOOD CAfE

Jazz Combos, Director Allen Brown,
8 p.m. in Faye Spanos Center.

1612 Pacific Ave.

Jackpot Rock n Roll at The
Blackwater Cafe, 9 p.m., $4 admis

ATM, VISA, Discover b MasterCard

463-6415

*£

£

Pho

Comer of March Lane St Pershing - next to FABRiCLAN'D
Open Sun-Thurs 9 AM-9PM Fri A Sat 9 AM-9 30 PM
1425 W. March Lane
Stockton* CA 95207

473-3240

OFF

through February 28

sion.

Saturday March 1
Campus Events

Baseball vs. Southern Utah at Oak
Park's Billy Hebert Field "at 12 p.m..

«—
(M) vs. Boise Idaho at
onth t f ,daho, 6:30 p.m.

Night Life

the f 'Mll (W) vs. UC Santa
itn. flt
Santa Barbara 7 p.m.

McCaffrey Center Movie: Sense
and Sensibility 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to UOP
students.

AUTHENTIC

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES - fBESH SALADS - SOUP
DRAFTBEER

im*ttw»orBCfc&a

2300 W.Alpine Ave. 462-6668
(1 Block From 1-5)

i Bgthoven Trio Vienna

$2,00 off

Any Large Pizza
*itii coupon
one coupon per pizza
expires 5/31/971

$agelExpress
]461 March Lane, Stockton
209-952-2435
Open: Monday-Friday 6 am to 6 pm
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4pm

3*S

u!!ite City ff0}llner Gallery Invitational Show at the Bonner Gallery in
rta on Jnphj at Sherwood Mall on Pacific Ave. Admission is free to
— days from 12-7 p.m. and weekends from 11-6 p.m.

Our New York bagels are boiled
like the old-fashioned tradition.

*Fresh bagels made from scratch 8 days a week on the premises
*Stuffed Bialys from heaven
^Pastries & desserts
*31 variations of bagels
*Full Express Bar
*16 variations of cream cheese
*25 Odwalla fresh juices
*Best lunch in town
*Mocha Glacier - Yum Yum

"We call it pride, bagel lorers call it heaven!"

Classifieds

Christina I
Classified ]

The Pacifican
February 20, 1997

FOR SALE
Hot dog stand for sale, needs some
cleaning, $500. Call 858-5289.

/dKIO$
MEXICAN FOOD

S20Z DRINK

with the purchase of any combination plate

Carne Asada-Chicken-Carnitas-Fish
and much more

Gov't foreclosed homes from pen
nies on $1. Delinquent tax, Repo's,
REO's. Your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000 Ext. H-8700 for current
listings.

Seized cars from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs,
Chevy's,
BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your
area. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
A-8700 for current listings.
The ultimate hangover cure! Sob'rK, the only patented product
proven to CURE the common hang
over. Satisfaction guaranteed or
your money back. Five packs for
$10
+
$3
s/h.
www.hangovercure.com 888-7742760 Ext. 700

ALWAYS FRESH! ALWAYS THE BEST!

FOR RENT

24 E. Yokuts - Stockton,CA

One Block North of March Lane At the Corner of
Yokuts and North El Dorado

209-952-9510

Youmu«J>nn^_du»<cou£onjtojtcdvejwirJree>^^

House for rent, three bedrooms, two
bath, near airport, $325 per room.
Call 858-5289.

mation call 889-1107 audi Con
message.
I -1'42

FUNDRAISING

Bowman & Company
Public Accountants seeks^*"1
Division Accounting Ma-ji 1 S<
port tax activities ASAP -J ^
April 15. Flexible hours. SS ft
Contact Bunnie Moscatc
March Lane, Suite 100 CL
95207. 473-9771.

Fast fundraiser- Raise $500 in five
days! Greeks, clubs, motivated indi
viduals. Fast, easy- No financial
obligation. 1-800-862-1982 Ext. 33.
OTHER SERVICES

Tsso

Write better papers. Improve your
grades. Take basic grammar and
writing skills, Fri., 2/28 6-10 p.m.,
Sat. 3/1 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Sun., 3/2 9
a.m.-2 p.m. $75 per 1 unit ext. ed.
credit. Fun! Useful! Lifelong
Learning, 946-2424.
PART- TIME & WORK STUDY JOBS
Summer jobs! Roughing It Day
Camp- S.F. bay area, hiring full sea
son: group counselors, teachers:
horseback ride, swim, fish, canoe,
row, crafts, sports, mt. bike, rock
climbing. Refs/Exper,/Excel DMV.
Call 510-283-3795.

'Model open doily
'Unique 1,2, & 3
bedrooms
'Park-like setting
'Fireplaces
'Pool/Spa

A P A R T M E N T S

—

Q V A I I.

LAKES

S1S0 off first month's rent
on 1 bedroom apartments

EUROPE $239
Within USA $79-$129

Ralph's Software and C
seeks Service Technicians with

Mexico $199.r/t Cheap Fares

Grouse Run Apartments

Everywhere!

4738 Grouse Run Drive (209)957-6710

OaAuiood Apartments Community

UOP National Fraternity wants
kitchen assistants. Save $1350 a
semester and enjoy the best meals
on campus. Help clean-up in
exchange for meals. For more infor

4$,
Safeco Corporation is a Fo:
financial services company
emphasis in the insurance in
It annually offers salaried
ships as well as scholarshi
ified candidates. The
internships focuses on
opportunities to learn about
ance claims, underwriting,
trol, marketing, and mai
Resumes and cover letters
this year in Career Services by
1st, with interviews conducts ^
after. For additional infora ^
call 946-2361. The Safeco
person is: Greg Smith,
Executive Parkway, Suite 30(1 j
Ramon, CA 94583, (510) 2" ah
or FAX 277-8636.
:lt!

airhitch@netcom.com
www isicom fr/airhitch/

415-834-9192

The Gallery Gifts & Things

for- the/ thinly yenoj ait oan/t fond/ anywhere/ elie/.

Body jewelry, spiked collars, et
Located on

est pending

only minutes from class!
great move in special!
one bedroom $399.00 moves you in
two bedroom $499.00 moves you in
three bedroom $599.00 moves you in

SswiMBiBtpools
^ weight recra y
tCBBiSCffSl L,

huft recreation rests
free lrtdce rental

bring this ad and your student i.d.
and receive an additional
$25.00 off your monthly rent

Oahujood Rparlmenls Community
7620 North El Dorado
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 478-7881

STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE

a <-> a c. o a o o u o

This large scale musical is directed by
SCTs guest director. Jim Coleman.
Coleman has assembled a large and
impressive cast and crew and they are
all in a flurry of activity. Sweet charity /,
was written by Cy Coleman and
Dorothy Fields . Opening night is
February 14 and it will play Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights and Sunday
matinees until March 8.

o o o o Q o o o oTJ
TICKETS

SMAIU M *$10

**/ti'XHd.**

iatci AtAH AHX

STUDENT SPECIAL
2 FORI
W/UOP ID

CURTAIN TIMES

TJCiy*.

TiiAij A Uurth*}

k ytr..
:«*> MtiMM 2 X fJK

[

SOFTWARE i

COMPUTERS I

Ralph's Software & Computers
thmi efiCT

2312 ROSE MARIE LANE STOCKTON

429 East mrcfi Land, Sum C • StEcfeian. CaHtDrnia •

:hr«tiM

assifie<ju

*

I

Classifieds

s ^jge of DOS' Macintosh,
? UNIX, as well as basic
Il0V Li« Contact John Luft or
' Lkin, 429 March Lane 957-

Lse Rent-A-Car seeks intern
JLS all semesters in various
XL in Stockton, SAC or
L contact Marylou Prevost,
luburn Blvd., SAC 95841,
349-8000 or FAX 349-8080.
Lord, SF, or Bay Area, Julie
jc 2550 Monument Blvd.,
rd 94524, (510) 609-6916.

durance; ten/Hart
Environmental
> salaried ering seeks Temporary/Part!0'arslii|j )n-call civil, geotechnical,
He i omental, or chemical engi-s on ps i student assistant. Contact
araatji ise 0'Conner, HR Specialist
wifeg ji White Rock Road, Rancho

id jmaiiaftva 95670, (916)638-3696 FAX

' llttaAd.
Services 1
condcf ~
a) iitf0" Consulting wants candisafecc'Jfor ComPuter Science and
W|efring Summer Internship,
Suitelf" and data sheets by
510) ZT7
^or Interviews on
T March 7th. Information seslon Wednesday February 19th,

Send pictutres of
your friends to The
Pacifican.They
could end up on
the front page.

Entrepreneurial
students/alums
needed to market long-distance
telephone services. Flexible hours.
Commission with residuals possi
ble. Contact Lon or Lisa at (209)
461- 6271.
Pridestaff has numerous temp and
full-time positions. Call 477- 6446
or visit 2800 W. March Lane #362.

Marketing research firm seeks
Phone Interviewers for Saturday
and Sunday and at least one week
night shift. Clear speaking voice
required. Contact 476-8993 M-F
after 4 p.m. and Saturday after 10
a.m., and mention UOP ad.

American Honda seeks materials
handlers for flexible hours. $9/hour.

Get your tiger teeth

thlny,
bright' £r clean/

1465 West March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209)952-7286 95-BRAVO

in

Hot HlfllMAN!
3/22/97-3/29/97
Seats Still Available
Based on DBL Occupancy

Sure Travel
Behind the Hilton

^ Dr- Edward Graham, D.D.S. (U.O.P. Graduate)

of America hiring hourly
dler positions. Visit Lincoln
Branch, 504 W. Benjamin
Kation Thursday, February
P-m. with resume for on-site

;%MotoXpress seeks secre. "tact David Dahl, 1-800-

Officeteam seeks candidates for
marketing temp who knows Excel
and Word to create ads; hotel front
desk person, and various other posi
tions. Contact Sally (209) 476-6734
FAX 474-7152.

A// Proceeds Benefit Pacific Men's Basketball

Cleanings $45.00
Bleoch $125.00 (one arch)
$200.00 (both arches)

Call 477-4089 Today for your appointment
polishing/bleaching on Feb. 25 only

payment: cash, credit card (visa or mastercard), or insurance

TIANITY ENGAGES THE WORLD RELIGIONS
March 2 & 3,1997

Lumber & Supply
IVe're the sourcefor
Fraternity • Sorority paddles

S. Center
o/ Tx

464-4565
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continued from page 19

The womens lacrosse team is undefeated after four wins last weekend.

Women's lacrosse sweeps
The women's lacrosse season
just got under way this past weekend and UOP won four games to
finish in first place at the Santa
Barbara Shoot-out tournament.

The Tigers' first home game is
on March 15 at 1:00 p.m. The game
will be against UC Santa Cruz at
Zuckerman Field behind the Spanos
Center.

Intramural Update
Intramural basketball has just
gotten underway in the Main Gym.
This year the total number of teams
has risen from 50 to 60. We cur
rently have eight leagues including:
Women's, Co-Rec, Napoleon A and
B, Men's AA, A, B, C. The league
will last five weeks, so there is plen
ty of time for you to check out the
non-collegiate talent.
Other Intramural special events

coming up:
-Billiards (In the McCaffrey
Center) Entries close Feb. 19 and
the one day tournament begins Feb.
22
-Bowling is back this semester
Entries close Feb. 26 and this one
day event begins Feb. 28
-Badminton
(Main
Gym)
Entries close Feb. 26 and this tour
nament starts on March 2

golf, they are more culturally
evolved, and don't get rattled. This
helps the younger players."
"Our program would be non
existent if it were not for our boost
ers and fundraiser," said Bollmer.
"We expect to make close to
$25,000 on the Tiger Hunt
Tournament alone, and I encourage
everyone to come out and partici
pate."
Although the team receives
tremendous support financially
from the school and boosters, they
lack the support and spirit of the
student body.
"We would love to have student
support, and be as popular as the
basketball team," said UOP golfer
Herbert Forster, "Golf is one of the
fastest growing sports, such players
like Tiger Woods gives the game a
huge boost, especially to the
younger crowd."
"I just tell my players that suc
cess breeds coverage. Shoot low
scores and everything else will
come," said Bollmer.

photographers
needed
paid positions
available
Call 946-2115

BETTING UK
HOME TEAM UNOERUMffi
MEN'S NCM MOON
FAVORITE
SPREAD
PMC

mm

6
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WOMEN'S NCAA HOOK
BOISE STATE
3
LONG BEACH ST. 2
MEN'S NCAA WUFTBAU
STANFORD
3-1

Scores
Women's Basketball
(Feb. 14, 1997)
UOP 55
Cal State Fullerton 78
Palacio, UOP 14 pts.
(Feb. 16, 1997)
UOP 54
UC Irvine 56
Palacio, 15 pts.
McAllister, UOP 11 rebs.

Women's Softball
(Feb. 15, 1997)
UOP 2

UOP 3

Stanford O
StanfordO
WP-Twilla (2-0) WP-Rogers P

HR -Austin

SB-Corriea, (3

Records: UOP (4-0) Stanford

1 WlONTF . R ~

BECOME A CITIZEN LEADI
RUN FOR AN ASUOP OFFI

LANGUAGE

Election packets available now
in the ASUOP office

PROGRAM

JUNE 18 — AUGUST 14,1997

English as a Second Language
JUNE 17 — AUGUST 20,1997

Arabic, Chinese.Japanese and Russian
JUNE 24-AUGUST 20, 1997

French, German, Italian and Spanish
For information regarding Cantonesr. Korean.
Tageglog, Th»i «, Vietnamese CQnUCt PLC (408) fr»7-6S49
MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

425 Van Buren Street, Monterey, California 93940
Telephone (408) 647-4115 • FAX (408) 647-3534

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL CAREER5

The submission deadline

FEB. 24.
Positions available:

-President/Vice President

-Constituent School Senator5
-Senators at Large

orts

S CORNER
:jitor
fflen's

basketball team had
night out on ESPN last
The Tigers had to put up
lusands of flying tortillas
ner light courtesy of the
ithering of stupid drunkion national TV. UCSB, a
,g establishment, I
learning institu-

lucky enough to
the game in Santa
and I also was never
i tortilla. Tiger guard
eiter, wasn't as lucky as h
•a quarter while shooting
I :/l ical foul free throws at the
the game. His sister, said
scared of the Gaucho fans,
classless Gaucho fans even
to shining a red laser light
players when they went to
throw line in the first half,
tmer, ESPN analyst said the
s "uncalled for," and broadtner Joel Myers blasted the
ing them "children". ESPN
were annoyed because the
throwing
delayed
:nter by almost twenty
ESPN may not go back to
inder Dome for awhile. I
iv never do!

Men's baskethnll

A lot of people are saying that
the two Tiger losses over the week
end have mined their chances for
an at-large bid to the NCAA
Tournament should they lose the
Big West Tournament. I don't buy
that argument. If the hoop squad
finishes the regular season (four
games left) without a loss, and loses
the championship in the Big West
Tourney, I think they would still
get an at-large bid. Anymore
regular season losses and I
think they will have to win
the Big West Tourney and get
the automatic bid.
Five-foot-five freshman
Dexter Macaranas entered
Saturday night's men's volley
ball game against LaVerne
and recorded one dig
Macaranas was a fan favorite
and an especially big hit with the
14 and under crowd.
It will be a basketball weekend
as there are four home games. The
men play Thursday night, at 7 and
Saturday at 7 and the women play
Friday night at 7 and Sunday after
noon at 2. Go to the Spanos Center
and make some noise!
Final thought: New Spanos
Center tradition: Throw candy (at
each other and NOT on the court)
every time "The Kandi Man" dunks
one home or blocks a shot.
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fit to the regional tourna1 °n to nationals as well.
ehelp of a trio of overseas
® a c°uple of young faces,
|I dreams of returning to a
u,.LUrnarnent f°r n second
oin their grasps.
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.' returning to regionals
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among the new players."
Sean Corte-Real, who came to
UOP from Portugal and is currently
No. 1 on the team, agrees.
"Because we are a young team,
we have been up and down for the
first half of the season. Hopefully
we'll come around," he said.
The Pacific golfers must face a
grueling ten tournament schedule
scattered about the west coast that
spans throughout the entire year,
causing them to miss 20 days of
classes. Through all this, the play
ers must remain focused on their
goals in sight.
"It's good there are top players
are from as far away as Portugal and
Germany. It adds maturity to the
team," said Bollmer. "These players
have more experience in top level

NCAA
MEN'S
B-BALL

See Coif page 18

Tigers trip over tortillas
C. COLTON

Sports Editor
The Tigers are glad to back this
week for a couple of home games
after taking a beating on the road last
week
The Tigers lost to the UCSB
Gauchos 75-69 last Thursday night
on a game televised nationally by
ESPN. Saturday they lost a heartbreaker at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
93-92
The Tigers were in for a night of
harassment when they took the
court at the Thunderdome in Santa
Barbara, as they were showered with
tortillas thrown by fans, twenty min
utes before the game.
The tortilla throwing incidents
resulted in two technical fouls
against the Gauchos, allowing the
Tigers a chance to hit four free
throws before the game even started.
But, senior Mark Boelter hit only one
of the four free throws, which began
the poor shooting night for the
Tigers.
"It just fired us up more," said
Boelter about the tortilla-throwing,
"It showed really the lack of class the
fans had." Boelter struggled most of
the night and scored only five points.
The Tigers came out flat to start
the game. The crowd roared with
chants of "Overrated" and "Tigers
suck" which had an effect on the
Tigers. Their first half shooting per
centage was an abysmal .348 and
they went into the break down by
six, 32-26.
The Tigers trailed 70-65 with 2:04
to play after Tim Bowman hit a big
three-pointer. The Gauchos made
one of two free throws on the ensu
ing possession. Bowman was fouled
on the next Tiger possession and
made both free throws. He followed
that with a dunk after UCSB turned
the ball over, cutting the lead to two,
71-69.
"It's just a minor setback," said
Bowman of the loss. Bowman fin
ished with 25 points off the bench
and was the only spark for the Tigers
in the first half. "I try to get the team
going every now and then."
Fans threw more tortillas on the
court with 6.2 seconds left and a
four-point Gaucho lead, after

Bowman fouled Gaucho guard,
Raymond Tutt. The referees called
the third technical of the game on
UCSB and removed their head coach
Jerry Pimm. Tutt made both of his
free throws and Boelter missed both
of his, icing the game at 75-69.
The third technical could easily
have cost the Gauchos the game had
they not been so clutch from the free
throw line.
Saturday's game really hurt the
Tigers because they lost on a buzzerbeating lay-up
The Tigers had taken a one-point
lead after Corey Anders hit one of
two free throws to break a 91-91 tie.
The Mustangs Ben Larson took a
three-pointer with four seconds left
and missed everything but Shanta
Cotright was there with the put-back
and Cal Poly escaped narrowly with
the victory.
The Tigers (18-4 overall, 9-3 Big
West) will look to rebound for their
final two home games of the season,
tonight at 7 p.m. and Saturday at 7
again.

Tigers
continued from page 20

still getting into a rhythm with the
new personnel." Wakeham said this
is just the beginning, because he
sees the team improving more and
more every day.
This is a big win for the Tigers,
even if it is still early in the season.
The challenge will come facing the
same hard teams on the road.
This year, the league is really
well balanced, and no one team is
dominating the others. Any team
could beat any other at any given
time. UC San Diego, a team the
Tigers beat with some ease, beat
USC in five games last week, and
they (USC) were a team that has
beaten the Tigers.
Wakeham said that, in general,
"passing is down" and since that is
one of the team's strongest points,
they are definitely at an advantage.
If the Tigers can keep playing
with the same intensity, or even
more for that matter, then they
should be one of the stellar teams in
this league, and should go far when
it comes to the playoffs.
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22 K's smoke competition Thirty five kills leave
Cauchos for dead

C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Junior
Dan
Reichert set a school
and
conference
record last week by
striking out 22 bat
ters in Friday night's
4-0
win
over
Washington State.
The junior right
hander also was
selected
as
the
Collegiate Baseball
National Player of
the Week for the sec
ond week in a row,
the first time a
pitcher has been
named two consecu
tive times.
Overall, Reichert
has 74 strikeouts on
the season in a span
of just 41 innings.
Reichert is averaging
16.24 whiffs per
nine innings. He has
helped the Tigers to
an 11-7 record as of
Monday Feb. 17.
Qan Reichert has been throwing some serious heat
The
6-foot-3 lately for the Tigers.
Turlock native has
posted a 0.77 earned run average
also
broke
the
Big
West
in his last six appearances, allowConference record of 21 set by Jeff
ing just three earned runs in 35
Gingrich of San Jose State in 1973.
innings.
Reichert is set to start Friday at
Reichert's 22 K's broke a 29home against Cal State L.A. at 7
year-old record held by Pacific's
P m- There will be a feature on
him next week in the Pacifican.
John Strohmayer with 18 K's. He

JOE GALLINA
Pacifican Staff Writer
The 12th ranked UOP men's
volleyball team defeated the sev
enth ranked UC Santa Barbara
Gauchos in a marathon match that
went five games last Monday night.
Greg Wakeham led the Tigers
with 35 kills and 25 digs. Sam
Crosson added another 24 kills,
while freshman Vladimir Andric
had 23.
With wins also at UC Santa
Cruz and at home against
University of Laverne last week, the

Tigers improved their reccr;
in league, and 6-2 overall.
The Tigers got off to a s!giving up the first game t<
Barbara 13-15, but once tl
into a rhythm, there was n
ping them. They rolled o
Gauchos for the next two
15-11 and 15-7, before losi
fourth 12-15. The Tigers we
to get the momentum of the
back, and win the final game
"We have to sustain that
[intense] energy," said Wal
"We're still kind of definin)
See Tigers i

Pacific Volleyball reaching new heights in NCAA. They're # 12 in w

The search continues...for new Athletic Directoi
C. COLTON
Sports Editor
One of the NCAA's top officials
has emerged as a finalist for the
vacant post of UOP athletic direc
tor.
Michael McNeeley, the current
director of operations of the
NCAA, was on campus for a visit
and met with the Athletic Director
Search Committee, which consists
of faculty, administration, a stu
dent-athlete, and President Donald
DeRosa.
"The
people
have
been
superb," McNeeley told the
Pacifican, "I had a great meeting
with all the head coaches."

McNeeley was the first of three
candidates to visit campus with the
other two expected to visit this
month. The committee also sub
mitted two more candidates for
approval to DeRosa.
Should
DeRosa approve the other two can
didates, they, too, may visit UOP.
Last
September,
Athletic
Director, Bob Lee, resigned after
the demise of the football pro
gram. Assistant Athletic Director
Cindy Spiro has been filling in as
the interim athletic director while
the university has been reviewing
candidates.
"We could have a new athletic
director in place by the beginning
of
March,"
said
Dr.
Ken

Beauchamp, chair of the search
committee and psychology profes
sor. "That's the very earliest."
It's more likely, though that
the new AD will be hired sometime
in April, Beauchamp said. DeRosa
will have the ultimate decision on
who is hired.
"We wouldn't have recom
mended (McNeeley) if he wasn't
good," said senior Beth Corriea,
right fielder for the softball team
and search committee member.
Beauchamp added that the
committee is not necessarily look
ing for a potential candidate to
reinstate football. One decision the
future AD will have to make will be
whether or not to axe football for

good.
The football program'
cially suspended by the
Regents on Dec. 19, 1995 f
cial reasons. The program
overall in the 1995 sea
playing the likes o
Oregon, and eventual is
pion Nebraska.
McNeeley, 42, was an
football coach at the Un
Colorado, Boulder a
build that program 1
prominence from 198 "
a B.S. in Business Admit
and Economics from Oklahoma University
Doctor from the on a
r-^llocrp Of t- *

